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1987–present

West Philadelphia
Landscape Project

Model of
Best Practice,
“Imagining America:
Scholars and
Artists in Public
Life,” White House
Millennium Council,
1999

“[Spirn] became a local hero, educator, leader of change, communicator, and a
connector of people from all walks of life — taking her vision and making it a reality
in the lives of residents, students, the design community, and government … It was
through her groundbreaking work that the City of Philadelphia can now boast being
the Greenest City in America … leading the effor t to green America’s cities through
programs like our Green City, Clean Waters initiative.”

Model of
community-based
planning efforts,
National Housing
Institute, 2000
Model project for
ecology, history,
and design, Harvard
University, Institute
for Cultural landscape
studies, 2004
Community
Service Award,
American Society
of Landscape
Architects, 2004
Model for a
“fully integrated,
comprehensive
approach,” Innovative
designs for education,
NYU’s Institute for Civil
Infrastructure systems,
2004

HoWard NeUKrUG , Commissioner, Philadelphia Water

Depar tment

The West Philadelphia Landscape Project (WPLP) is a landmark of urban
design and design education, environmental sustainability, and community
engagement. WPLP built real projects in partnership with community residents.
It inspired middle schoolers to design changes to their neighborhood and taught
them HTML in order to tell their story on the Internet. It transformed their
chronically failing school. It forged relationships between inner-city kids and
privileged university students. And it started a chain of events that contributed to
a revolution in water-quality management represented by Philadelphia’s billiondollar “green” infrastructure project. All this was the product of design thinking.
Uniquely valuable is WPLP’s engagement over 26 years with a single place,
the Mill Creek watershed and neighborhood. Known as “The Bottom,” the
neighborhood is one of many such “Black Bottoms” in the U.S. They are at the
bottom, economically, socially, and topographically. Here, harsh socio-economic
conditions and racial discrimination are exacerbated by health and safety
hazards posed by a high water table and unstable ground. Teaching landscape
literacy, which entails both understanding the world and transforming it, has
been a means for recognizing and redressing those injustices, just as verbal
literacy was a cornerstone of the American civil rights movement of the 50s
and 60s. Literacy in landscape enabled youth to read the environmental, social,
economic, and political stories embedded in their local landscape and gave them
a way to design new stories, to envision how to transform their neighborhood.
WPLP has designed and built dozens of community gardens on vacant blocks,
which have enhanced life and stimulated tangible community development;
some have won awards.
WPLP has been recognized internationally, nationally, and locally. It has
been featured in newspaper articles, professional journals, national radio and
television broadcasts, and international conferences and symposia, including a
1999 meeting at the White House.
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WPLP’s Mill Creek Project, an environmental design curriculum, transformed
a middle school that was considered one of the worst in the city. Our teaching
partners have founded similar projects in other schools, and the curriculum has
inspired schools around the U.S. and abroad.
WPLP’s pioneering digital database, created in the 1980s, helped push
Philadelphia to create a Geographic Information System (GIS) database for the
entire city. The City hired a former WPLP research assistant to help lead this
effort.
WPLP has pioneered the use of the Internet for planning, implementation,
and education. The irst WPLP website was launched in early 1996 and won
seven awards for design excellence. The site has received millions of visits from
more than 90 countries.
WPLP has no client in the conventional sense. We work with partners
who wish to collaborate — community gardeners, teachers and children, public
oficials — and make the results freely available.

principal partners
Philadelphia Water Department (1999–present)
Aspen Farms Community Garden (1988–present)
Sulzberger Middle School (1995–2002)
Mill Creek Coalition (1998–2000)
Philadelphia Green (1987–1991)

sponsors
University of Pennsylvania, Netter Center for Community Partnerships
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
J. N. Pew Charitable Trust
Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars
Ford Foundation
Philadelphia Urban Resources Partnership
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
Kellogg Foundation
John Simon Guggenheim Foundation

Model for how
environmental
history can
demonstrate
how the urban
environment
affects and shapes
city life,
Environmental History,
2005
Model for
applying Internetbased learning
activities for K-12
classrooms, american
association for the
advancement of science,
2004
Person of the
Month,
Philadelphia school
district, November 1998
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Screenshots from the WPLP
home page at www.wplp.net.

“This project [WPLP] demonstrates the links between environmental issues,
education and heritage, and is a model for Ottawa as it seeks to comprehensively
implement a “green city” strategy.”
CITY oF oTTaWa , Canada, Growth Management Plan (2003)
“The West Philadelphia Landscape Project [is] one of the most extraordinary
projects of ‘social design’ of the last two decades.”
roBerT FIsHMaN , Professor of Urban Planning and Design, University of Michigan
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Design Opportunities:
Buried Floodplains and Vacant Land
Much vacant land in West Philadelphia lies on the buried loodplain of Mill
Creek, a correlation common to many other cities, including Boston, where I
irst discovered the phenomenon. The Mill Creek once drained two-thirds of
West Philadelphia. Now, buried in a sewer, it carries all the stormwater and
sanitary sewage from that area. Like most older U.S. cities, Philadelphia has
a combined sanitary and storm sewer system, which overlows into rivers and
streams after heavy rainfall and produces a low that exceeds the capacity of
sewage treatment plants. Since 1987, WPLP has demonstrated how a “green”
infrastructure could use vacant land to hold stormwater in landscape projects
that simultaneously restore water quality (by reducing combined sewer
overlows) and rebuild neighborhoods.
First with hand-drawn maps in 1987–1988, then with digital maps, we
analyzed the Mill Creek watershed, its topography and drainage, sewer system,
and vacant land, as well as its land use and demographics.

Since 1987, WPLP has
identiied concentration of
vacant land in valley bottoms
as an opportunity to restore
natural systems and rebuild
inner-city communities.
Above Vacant land on the
buried loodplain.
Right Mapping the Mill
Creek watershed. During
WPLP’s irst phase (1987–
1991), the focus was on
the southern section and
included territory outside the
watershed.
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Work with Aspen Farms
Community Garden, which
is on the buried loodplain
of Mill Creek, has spanned
30 years.
Left Aspen Farms (1990)
after construction of
redesign.
Right Aspen Farms,
before (1988); Student’s
redesign proposal (1988);
Aspen Farms as an outdoor
classroom (1997, 1998);
Students propose new
additions (1998); MIT
students at Aspen (2010).

Designing Frameworks for Action
From the very beginning of the project, design and construction have gone hand
in hand with mapping and planning. From 1987–1991, WPLP designed and built
dozens of community gardens as models for how to build a sense of community
and how to approach the design of larger neighborhoods. Many were catalysts
for community development and many of these gardens survive today. Design
had a strong inluence on survival. The most successful designs were those that
offered an open structure, which invited people to embellish. This approach has
informed WPLP’s design work since 1988.
These models of success have evolved over the past quarter century, within
the frameworks we designed. One community garden, Aspen Farms, has been
at the heart of WPLP’s work since 1988. That year, the task was to incorporate
a meeting place for a garden for ifty people without displacing anyone. One
student’s design, built in 1989, features a “Main Street” created by shaving off a
few feet from many garden plots along the central path. The design made Aspen
Farms a neighborhood showpiece and provided a framework that accommodates
change.
From 1994–2002, as part of WPLP’s Mill Creek Project, Aspen Farms served
as an outdoor classroom for a Sulzberger Middle School, which is down the
street. In the late 1990s, my students designed and built a new water garden and
outdoor classroom for the middle school.
The partnership between Aspen Farms, the middle school, and WPLP was
the subject of a TV special on NBC Nightly News.
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The West Philadelphia Landscape Plan: A Framework for Action (1991) combines
a top-down (comprehensive) and bottom-up (grassroots) approach. It does not
prescribe a particular method or outcome, but is instead an open-ended guide
that identiies opportunities for change and potential actors. Like the Main Street
of Aspen Farms, it is meant to be illed in by the actions of a host of individuals,
groups, and public agencies.
At the heart of this design framework is the buried loodplain of Mill Creek,
to be designated as “Mill Creek Park,” a special district in which low-lying
vacant land would be used to hold stormwater. It would not be a traditional
park, however; some vacant land could be redeveloped for commercial uses. The
design also calls for revealing and celebrating the presence of the buried creek.
The Walnut–Market Corridor, which includes the main east-west trafic
arteries, is the second part of the framework. In 1991, this corridor was full
of vacant land, and portions still are. Other parts of the proposal include: The
Urban Forest, Redesigning Small Neighborhoods, and a Digital Data Center.

WPLP proposals inspired
changes in public policy and
led to new opportunities
for urban environmental
planning and landscape
design.
Above A framework for
action: Mill Creek Park and
the Market-Walnut Corridor.
The proposed “plan” is
a framework for action,
which invites participatory
improvisations by diverse
actors, from individuals to
public agencies. The plan
is therefore presented in
diagrams and a ictional text.
Right Proposal for Mill
Creek Park (1991).
Following pages Proposals
for the Market–Walnut
Corridor and The Urban
Forest (1991).
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Mill Creek Park
1. Vacant blocks in the ﬂ oodplain
2. Vacant blocks in the ﬂ oodplain reclaimed for community gardens, orchard,
and playﬁ eld
3. Outdoor market and community garden in the ﬂ oodplain
4. Flood control and park

1

2

3

From The WPLP — A Vision for the Future (1991)
Mill Creek Park lows across West Philadelphia, winding
its way through several neighborhoods, from the Mill Creek
neighborhood on the north, through the Market Walnut
Corridor to Spruce Hill, and along West Shore.
Every schoolchild knows the story of Mill Creek and the Park.
How the creek once lowed on the land, and how it was then
buried in a sewer and built upon. How the force of the creek’s
waters broke through the sewer and looded basements, crumbled
foundations, and caved in streets. How the land above the
sewer became open once again, a gash of vacant land, trashed
and abandoned. How Mill Creek Park was built and how rain
now runs off rooftops, streets, and sidewalks into ponds in the
park. How these ponds hold the water and slow its passage to
the sewer, the treatment plant, and the river. Every schoolchild
knows the connection between park and river.
At irst glance, Mill Creek Park does not seem like a single
park at all, but many disconnected bits of local open space
(ballcourts, playgrounds, playields, community gardens)and
businesses (garden centers, tree nurseries and permeable parking
lots).The thread that connects the whole — Mill Creek — lows
beneath streets and park through an enormous, underground
sewer.
In early spring, carpets of blue scilla bloom in grass and
groves throughout the park. Red maples with their haze of red
lowers in spring and scarlet leaves in fall and sycamores with
their white trunks, grow in the damp soil of the old loodplain.
The character of each part of the park relects the needs and
values of residents in adjacent neighborhoods.

4
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The Market–Walnut Corridor
From The WPLP — A Vision for the Future (1991)

1. Vacant block

After many years of planning and waiting, new buildings
are being constructed in the Walnut–Market Corridor. The
“renewal” promises jobs and educational opportunities for West
Philadelphia. This was a long time in the making. During all
those years, the “temporary” landscape established in the early
1990s grew and matured into an attractive setting that drew
private investment. The new buildings were designed to it within
that landscape.
Double rows of trees were planted along the sidewalks on most
vacant lots, and the interiors were planted in lawns. cloverields,
and meadows.
Another large lot was planted with a grid of small trees — a
nursery for street trees. Every three to ive years, the trees are
transplanted to city streets and replanted with new trees. All this
created a landscape framework for future redevelopment.
The Mill Creek Garden Center and Nursery occupies several
large properties between 42nd and 47th Streets. The main
retail center is designed like a garden; this is where the lowers,
vegetables, and garden supplies are displayed and sold. Small
trees and shrubs are in outlying lots nearby.
The Art Folk Park is a large, open meadow, visible from
passing cars and buses, where artists construct and display their
works.The works change continually. There is no formal selection
process …. Many of the works are quite whimsical; others are
more serious.
The Market–Walnut Corridor is recognized nationally as
a model for attracting reinvestment and guiding long-term
community development.

3. Nursery for street trees

2. Vacant block reclaimed temporarily for playﬁ eld
4. landscaped parking lot
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The Urban Forest
From The WPLP — A Vision for the Future (1991)

1. a block of rowhouses with street trees
2. a block of rowhouses with street trees
3. Playﬁ eld, trees, and parking
4. a nursery for street trees

1

2

3

4

From the air, much of West Philadelphia looks like an urban
forest. On the ground, Spruce, Walnut, and Chestnut Streets are
shady, green corridors through which trafic lows. Off the major
streets, within the neighborhoods, a massive reforestation has
occurred. Even the narrowest streets are planted with trees. The
new trees have made an enormous difference to comfort on streets
and in homes on summer afternoons and evenings. The sound of
trafic seems softer.
The new trees for West Philadelphia streets were grown right
in the neighborhood on large, open lots. The trees start out as
small whips, densely planted, and the weaker trees are thinned
out as they grow to make room for the more vigorous. Every three
to ive years, the trees are transplanted to city streets and parks,
and a new cycle of planting begins again.
Many West Philadelphia schools have living laboratories —
successional meadows and wooded groves that the children care
for and study as part of their science class.
There are groves of fruit trees on other formerly vacant
properties. Apple Day is now celebrated every year on a summer
sunday; a day when the apples are ripe and everyone comes to
pick their own.
West Philadelphia has been the focus of a twenty-year
study on the effects of trees on urban microclimate. The Urban
Forestry Project has brought international attention to West
Philadelphia. The dramatic aesthetic results of the forestation
program prompted many other cities to imitate it even before the
results of the microclimate study became known.

Street Trees
Living Laboratory
Orchard
Tree Nursery
Buried Floodplain

N
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Redesigning Small Neighborhoods
From The WPLP — A Vision for the Future (1991)

1. New houses
2. New gardens

Many neighborhoods in West Philadelphia look very different
than they did a century ago or even a decade ago. There are
now gardens, outdoor workshops, playlots, and small parking
lots between houses on blocks of rowhouses where once there was
no outdoor space at all besides the street, sidewalk, and porch,
and where ten years ago trashed vacant lots formed gaping
holes between houses. Trees now shade the sidewalks on most
residential blocks, where sun once baked them like an oven every
summer.
Walking or driving through neighborhoods north of Market
Street, the visitor is struck by the diversity among the blocks,
despite their basic similarity.
Community development started small and proceeded
block by block. While the interest of most residents remained
focussed on their own block, many individuals emerged who were
interested in working to improve the larger neighborhood. This
has produced a cadre of leaders who have been inluential in a
host of projects within their neighborhood, as well as in the larger
West Philadelphia community.
Changes to blocks range from the minimal—street trees and
window boxes—to more extensive improvements—new houses,
gardens, or parking lots on former vacant lots.
The neighborhoods south of Market Street don’t look much
different than they did tell years ago. They have received a more
subtle renewal.

3. shady streets make new meeting and sitting spaces
4. a neighborhood reshaped for different uses: new houses, private gardens,
community gardens, meeting places, playlots, offstreet parking, and orchards
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Left Proposal for
Redesigning Urban
Neighborhoods (1991).
My courses are designed to
produce work that provokes
public debate and informs
actions by public agencies.
Above Penn students’
designs by Eric Husta and
Steve Sattler (1996). These
designs were among dozens
that explored how the urban
drainage system could be
redesigned to capture and
detain storm water on vacant
land in the buried loodplain
in projects that also rebuild
community.
Following pages MIT
students’ designs for the Mill
Creek Watershed (2010).
These designs were among
many that veriied the
feasibility of the City’s plan
to capture the irst inch of
rainfall and prevent it from
entering the sewer.
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WPLP continues to design within this framework for action. What would Mill
Creek Park be like? What about a water garden that is also an outdoor classroom
and a stormwater detention basin? How can we design a process by which such
projects can be supported, designed, built, and sustained over time? Hundreds of
students in my classes at the University of Pennsylvania and MIT have designed
answers to these questions over the past 25 years.
These classes challenge students to be pragmatic visionaries: grounded in
an understanding of people, place, and politics, yet never losing sight of visions
of what might be. Students’ proposals range from detailed designs to strategic
landscape plans. Working in a real neighborhood with real people on a real
project, they put theory into practice, and some of their designs have been built.
Starting in fall 1996, all student work is presented online and archived and
featured on the WPLP website. Students’ design proposals have been viewed by
thousands of visitors to the website, and they helped persuade public oficials
and community residents that it is feasible to redesign and rebuild the existing
urban drainage system so that it is functional, economical, and beautiful.
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The Mill Creek Project
transformed a school,
changed lives, and became
a model for educational
reform.
Above and right Middle
school students learned how
to read the landscape of their
neighborhood, to understand
how it came to be, and to
envision designs for its
future. They also learned
HTML, which prepared some
for future careers in Web
design.
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The Mill Creek Project:
Environmental Design Curriculum
In 1994, confronted with skepticism about the existence and danger of Mill
Creek’s buried loodplain, I launched a program on landscape literacy and
community development in partnership with a local middle school, where
hundreds of 11–13 year-old children learned to read and tell the landscape of Mill
Creek. They traced its past, deciphered its stories, and described their visions for
its future. The tools they used were their own eyes and imagination, the place
itself, and historical documents: maps, photographs, letters, and newspapers.
The program had four parts: reading landscape, designing landscape change,
building landscape improvements, and documenting these proposals and
accomplishments on the Internet.
In 2012, I interviewed children (then 27 years old) and teachers from the
middle-school. What they told me was revelatory. A girl told how it had led her
from homelessness to a career in Web design. The teachers described how the
project had transformed the entire school and their careers. These relections are
featured in a series of short multimedia videos for the Web.
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WPLP’s Web Design:
Another Framework for Action
The Web has been an integral part of WPLP since early 1996, when our irst
website was launched. That irst version featured my students’ designs, a digital
database, design reports, and built projects of 1987–1991. In 1997, it was
enlarged to include the middle school students’ website. Over the years, the
website has evolved, and it continues to be a showcase and a forum (www.wplp.
net). The WPLP website has received millions of visits from over 90 different
countries since 1996, and has been a signiicant factor in WPLP’s widespread
impact. WPLP inspired a computer curriculum at the middle school, which
introduced hundreds of children to Web authoring and computer programming,
some of whom have gone on to a career in those areas. Web design can also be a
framework for action.

WPLP pioneered the use of
the Web in design, planning,
education, and community
development. Since 1996,
millions of people from
more than 90 countries have
visited the WPLP website.
Above Screen shot from
the WPLP home page (www.
wplp.net).
Right WPLP website in
1997 (top), 2002 and 2008
(middle), from 1997–2002,
middle-schoolers learned
HTML and designed their
own websites (bottom).
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“This project [WPLP] brilliantly and uniquely integrated research, teaching, learning,
and service in ways that resulted in beneits to scholarship, education, and
improvement to communities. It is an exemplary model of how a place-based
project can have wide applicability, as it works to solve a universal problem
manifested in a local community.”
Ira HarKaVY, Associate Vice President, University of Pennsylvania
“The West Philadelphia Landscape Project was twenty years ahead of its time: it
anticipated today’s concerns with urban water management, sustainability, and the
relationship between physical and social infrastructure.”
JaNe WolFF, Professor of Landscape Architecture, University of Toronto
“Anne Spirn’s work is that of a visionary for a world where design allows people to
occupy ear th with care and love. Fur thermore, her tireless dedication to education
and community design has effectively promoted the enhancement of the quality of
both environment and life.”
aNNe VerNez MoUdoN , Professor of Architecture, Landscape Architecture,
and Urban Design and Planning, University of Washington
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Above WPLP has been
featured in international
journals and national media,
such as NBC Nightly News.
Middle school students were
invited to present their work
as part of Governor Tom
Ridge’s Budget Speech on
Februrary 3, 1998.
Left In 2000, President Bill
Clinton visited the middle
school and learned about the
Mill Creek Project.
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“As a guide to a coherent, intricate and transformative approach to
landscape architecture and urban design, Anne Whiston Spirn is a visionary of the
irst order whose innovative work on the ground has transformed and enhanced
the quality of life in low-income urban neighborhoods in deep and lasting ways.”
CHarloTTe KaHN , Boston Foundation
“While at Penn, … [Spirn] constructed the intellectual gateway between McHargian
Ecological Planning and what would later become known as Landscape Urbanism.
The project most critical to this process was her West Philadelphia Project. This
complex participatory action project showed how ecological systems not only
underlie but erode and reshape cities through decay and economic impacts. Through
it, she moved the department beyond mapping and reports to engaging communities
in creating a future in which disparate and fragmented neighborhoods could meet
their own needs while playing a role in creating a more robust urban ecosystem.”
KaTHrYN GleasoN , Professor of Landscape Architecture, Cornell University
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“Anne’s West Philadelphia Landscape Project is a classic effor t to improve the
relationship between nature and neighbourhood. She began by discovering that
declining and abandoned homes in the area tended to follow the route of the
former Mill Creek, a stream buried in the 19th century … She then worked
with local residents, middle school children, and the city to reclaim these lots
for community gardens, open spaces and amenities, forming a green armature
through the neighbourhood. After decades, her work not only transformed West
Philadelphia, but also transformed hundreds of kids who learned to discover nature
in the urban scene.” deNNIs FreNCHMaN , Professor of Urban Design, MIT
“Deeply inluenced by American Transcendentalism and Pragmatism, her insights
are grounded in her work as a professional, especially in such projects as the West
Philadelphia Landscape Project, which still is a model for similar effor ts today to
revive inner-city communities.”
reUBeN raINeY , Emeritus Professor of Landscape Architecture, University of Virginia

WPLP has been hailed by
national and local media.
Above, Planning Magazine.
Right, The Philadelphia
Inquirer.
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Buried River, Opened Lives:
Reflections on People, Place, and Practice
In 2012, I began to record oral histories from people who have participated in
WPLP over the past three decades. Among those interviewed were teachers and
children (now 30 years old) from the middle-school. What they told me was
revelatory. Their stories are captured in a series of short multimedia videos: Buried
River, Opened Lives. In “When Learning Is Real,” three middle-school teachers
describe how the Mill Creek Project transformed Sulzberger Middle School
and how it changed their understanding of what education can and should be.
In “Fatima’s Story,” one of the middle-school students relates how the project
changed her life. In “A Way to Fix Things,” a community activist describes her
lifetime experience in the Mill Creek neighborhood and her collaboration with
WPLP. In “Green City, Clean Waters,” the Philadelphia Water Commissioner
describes that city’s landmark program in green infrastructure. In “Coming Full
Circle,” three WPLP research assistants describe their role on the project and how
it has inluenced their career. “The Buried River” describes how the Mill Creek
came to be buried in a sewer and the consequences; it includes my own relections
and traces the course of the former creek in today’s landscape.
Buried River, Opened Lives premiered at MIT in fall 2014. Since then the
videos have been screened at multiple venues. They can be viewed online at
www.wplp.net/stories.

Multimedia videos testify
to how WPLP has changed
lives, minds, policies, and
communities. These videos
are all online at www.wplp.
net/stories.
Above Poster for the 2014
premier screening.
Right Three multimedia
videos from the series,
“Buried River, Opened
Lives.”
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